Announcement

Polygonon

A JOURNAL FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY ISSUES AND METHODS

Call for Papers

Polygonon, a new international journal, is planning to commence publication during the summer of 1987 under the auspices of the Faculty of Law of Tel Aviv University. The editors, Shlomo Shoham and Ben-Ami Scharfstein, will be advised by an international board of renowned scientists, philosophers, and historians.

Polygonon intends to serve scholars with a strong interest in interdisciplinary thought. In its first issues Polygonon will be concerned primarily with the following subjects:

- The Problem of Interdisciplinary Thought
- Hermeneutics
- Epistemology as a Natural Science
- Paradigms and Research Traditions in Science
- Structuralism
- Psychoanalysis: Growth or Decline?
- The Impact of the Computer on Science, Philosophy, and the Arts

Manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, and submitted in triplicate.

Editorial questions, articles, suggestions for book reviews, and news concerning academic events should be sent to:

Asher Idan, Faculty of Law
Polygonon, Tel Aviv University
Ramat-Aviv 69978, Israel